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Sea Dragon Plate Carrier

The FROG.PRO Sea Dragon Plate Carrier is specifically designed for amphibious special 
missions units for enhancing performance and survivability during operations that involve 
appearing from the sea.

The SDPC’s surface is covered in almost its entirety by LAHYCO® PALS grid, which provides 
the ability to mount pouches and equipment both vertically and horizontally.

The Dragon Scale design allows to effectively drain water after a coastal insertion or any type 
of water activity. The SDPC’s construction is safe and efficient, the LAHYCO® fabric is 
partially FR, highly hydrophobic and the complete and total lack of metal components meets 
the requirements of high level assets.

Designed to be compatible with most military dive rebreather and LPUs on the market the 
Sea Dragon Plate Carrier enables the modern amphibious operator to be combat ready at 
all time during the mission. The ability to shoot, with access to two extra magazines, move, 
with a lightweight and efficient plate carrier, and communicate, with access to a full size 
handheld radio, all while wearing a rebreather provide a mission critical capability to any 
Frogman.

The plate compartment is designed to be highly modular and to adapt both in width and in 
height to accommodate most hard ballistic plates available on the market.

A 40mm ROC Quick-Detach buckle is placed on each shoulder strap and an 80mm ROC 
Quick-Detach buckle is placed on each side of the plate carrier allowing to quickly and 
silently detach the cummerbund, ideal for doffing in emergency situations. This feature 
provides a great level of safety to the operator working in shallow and deep waters, 
especially when currents and tides are involved.

Two lateral inner pouches are placed on each side of the front plate panel. These pouches 
are highly adjustable and are sized to fit items from a single STANAG magazine up to a 
AN/PRC-152 radio. The construction with mesh fabric helps draining water after infiltrations 
from the sea, designed with the goal of keeping the fighter light and efficient. The pouch is 
adjustable in height allowing the operator to place a single STANAG magazine at the same 
height and position of two, enhancing mobility and taking fully advantage of muscle 
memory.

On the side and at the top of the front plate panel are located holes designed for integration 
with bungee for cable and hose routing. PALS sections are located in the lower portion of the 
plate panels for horizontally attaching pouches for tourniquets, lights, chemlights and 
multitools.

Weight: 780 g
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LC-Hagakure

The LC-Hagakure is the excellence in protective combat vests. The FROG.PRO 

creativity and technical skills, together with the experience gained by highly 

qualified operators in war scenarios, allowed the development of a tactical 
protective vest with innovative solutions, designed to meet the load and 

ergonomics requirements essential for the modern combat.

The inner parts feature padded cushions made of breathable 3D air mesh fabric 
alternated with soft 500D cordura fabric for optimal ventilation and comfort. The 
double side open admin panel, together with the shoulders sleeves, allow the 

hydration bladder tube and the radio cables wise management. The removable 

backpanel conceals an integrated pouch for hydration bladder. The cummerbund 
and the front panel feature a full lenght kangaroo pouch with velcro, suitable for 
additional side protections, radio, tools or any type of magazines on the market. 
The cummerbund hides the innovative FROG.PRO patented Quick Release system 

that allows a rapid removal of the plate carrier in case of emergency. Unlike the 
other quick release system, the FROG.PRO one also allows a rapid reassembly, 

ideal for training. The LC-Hagakure fits different cuts of hard ballistic plates such as 
SAPI/E-SAPI or SWIMMER in Medium or Large size.

The full kit consists of:

• LC-Hagakure, front and back parts
• LC-QR Kangaroo Cummerbund

• LC-Front Kangaroo Pouch

• EOT-Inserts, LC-Hakagure kit

• LC-MZBP (Modular Zippered BackPanel)

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 1770 g
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LC-Hagakure, front and back parts

The LC-Hagakure is the excellence in protective combat vests. The FROG.PRO 
creativity and technical skills, together with the experience gained by highly 
qualified operators in war scenarios, allowed the development of a tactical 
protective vest with innovative solutions, designed to meet the load and 
ergonomics requirements essential for the modern combat.

The inner parts feature padded cushions made of breathable 3D air mesh fabric 
alternated with soft 500D cordura fabric for optimal ventilation and comfort. The 
double side open admin panel, together with the shoulders sleeves, allow the 
hydration bladder tube and the radio cables wise management. The LC-Hagakure 
fits different cuts of hard ballistic plates such as SAPI/E-SAPI or SWIMMER in 
Medium or Large size.

The new PALS system is build of a proprietary composite fabric called LAHYCO®, 
made of Hypalon® and Cordura® 500D that reaches incredible physical and 
mechanical characteristics. The LAHYCO® is the base standard for the 
development of the new FROG.PRO LC (Laser Cut) line. This new technology allows 
us to replace the traditional MOLLE PALS system made of nylon webbing sewn at 
regular intervals on Cordura® fabric, with a new technical drawing laser cut on the 
new composite fabric. The new design, fully compatible with the earlier standard 
MOLLE systems, is lighter, stronger and allows us to add some special features 
such as utility holes for shock cord or slots for QASM buckles.

IMPORTANT: this item refers to the LC-Hagakure front and back parts only. 
Backpanels, chest rigs, cummerbund and other accesories are sold separately. 
This choice has been made to permit the operator to choose exactly what in his 
needs, avoiding useless expenses.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 760 g
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LC-MZBP

The LC-MZBP (Modular Zippered BackPanel) is designed to increase the modulari-

ty of the LC-Hagakure. The velcro attachment system together with the YKK® 

zippers, in addition to guarantee a solid fixing, makes this backpanel easy to be 
changed. The operator can quickly switch between many pre-configurated 
backpanels (breacher, assaulter, comms, medic, etc.) in order to always be ready 
for the mission. The LC-MZBP conceals an integrated pouch for the hydration 

bladder.

The new PALS system is build of a proprietary composite fabric called LAHYCO®, 
made of Hypalon® and Cordura® 500D that reaches incredible physical and 
mechanical characteristics. The LAHYCO® is the base standard for the develop-

ment of the new FROG.PRO LC (Laser Cut) line. This new technology allows us to 

replace the traditional MOLLE PALS system made of nylon webbing sewn at 
regular intervals on Cordura® fabric, with a new technical drawing laser cut on the 
new composite fabric. The new design, fully compatible with the earlier standard 
MOLLE systems, is lighter, stronger and allows us to add some special features 

such as utility holes for shock cord or slots for QASM buckles.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 170 g

Dimensions: 26  x 31 cm                       
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LC-AWPC

The LC-AWPC (Laser Cut-Air Warrior Plate Carrier) is the spearhead of the latest 
generation of plate carriers for military use.

The new PALS system is built out of a proprietary composite fabric called 
LAHYCO®, made of Hypalon® and Cordura® 500D that reaches incredible 
physical and mechanical characteristics. The LAHYCO® is the base standard for 
the development of the new FROG.PRO LC (Laser Cut) line. This new technology 
allows us to replace the traditional MOLLE PALS system made of nylon webbing 
sewn at regular intervals on Cordura® fabric, with a new technical drawing laser 
cut on the new composite fabric. This innovative design, fully compatible with the 
earlier standard MOLLE systems, is lighter, stronger, and features utility holes for 
shock cord and slots for QASM buckles.

The inner ballistic plates pouches, thanks to the Open Top design, are suitable for 
any shape of rigid ballistic plates in small, medium or large size. The low profile 
design makes it possible for the operator to use it as a concealed protection for 
undercover operations.

The LC-AWPC is compatible and can be combined with several different front 
panels such as the LC-Front Molle Panel, the MRCR or the LC-10CR. In case of 
prolonged use it can be equipped with the AW-Shoulder Pads Air, in order to 
enhance comfort and breathability in the shoulders area. The supplied elastic 
cummerbund, suitable for low profile use, can be replaced at will with other 
models like the Side Armours Cummerbund or the LC-QR Kangaroo Cummer-
bund.

Its light weight and the ergonomic design, along with the full range of the accesso-
ries, make the LC-AWPC the perfect combination of lightness, protection and 
modularity essential for operative use in modern war scenarios.

Weight: 570 g
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LC-AWPC, Back Flap

The LC-AWPC (Laser Cut-Air Warrior Plate Carrier) is the spearhead of the latest 

generation of plate carriers for military use.

The inner ballistic plates pouches, thanks to the Open Top design, are suitable for 

any shape of rigid ballistic plates in small, medium or large size. The low profile 
design makes it possible for the operator to use it as a concealed protection for 

undercover operations.

The LC-AWPC is compatible and can be combined with several different front 
panels such as the LC-Front Molle Panel, the MRCR or the LC-10CR. In case of 

prolonged use it can be equipped with the AW-Shoulder Pads Air, in order to 

enhance comfort and breathability in the shoulders area. The supplied elastic 

cummerbund, suitable for low profile use, can be replaced at will with other 
models like the Side Armours Cummerbund or the LC-QR Kangaroo 

Cummerbund.

The Back Flap version features an additional MOLLE panel in the back, which 

allows the application of pouches on the entire back surface. It also protects the 

Velcro loop fastener, making the attachment of the cummerbund safer.

Its light weight and the ergonomic design, along with the full range of the 

accessories, make the LC-AWPC the perfect combination of lightness, protection 

and modularity essential for operative use in modern war scenarios.

Weight: 590 g
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LC-AWPC, Zippered Back

The LC-AWPC (Laser Cut-Air Warrior Plate Carrier) is the spearhead of the latest 

generation of plate carriers for military use.

The inner ballistic plates pouches, thanks to the Open Top design, are suitable for 

any shape of rigid ballistic plates in small, medium or large size. The low profile 
design makes it possible for the operator to use it as a concealed protection for 

undercover operations.

The LC-AWPC is compatible and can be combined with several different front 
panels such as the LC-Front Molle Panel, the MRCR or the LC-10CR. In case of 

prolonged use it can be equipped with the AW-Shoulder Pads Air, in order to 

enhance comfort and breathability in the shoulders area. The supplied elastic 

cummerbund, suitable for low profile use, can be replaced at will with other 
models like the Side Armours Cummerbund or the LC-QR Kangaroo 

Cummerbund.

The Zippered Back version features a wide Velcro loop + YKK zip interface on the 

back, which allows the application of the LC-MZBP or similar backpanels.

Its light weight and the ergonomic design, along with the full range of the 

accessories, make the LC-AWPC the perfect combination of lightness, protection 

and modularity essential for operative use in modern war scenarios.

Weight: 515 g
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AW-Shoulder Pads Air

The AW-Shoulder Pads Air are designed to increase the comfort of the LC-AWPC or 
other plate carriers that feature shoulder straps with female velcro. The new 
Ultra-Mate® velcro in neutral color, due to its excellent adhesion power, 
guarantees a perfect pairing. This pair of padded shoulder pads are made of 
breathable 3D Air mesh fabric that, togheter with a soft padding, ensures optimal 
comfort and breathability.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to "state of the art" military equipment.

Weight: 45 g (couple)
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Side Armours Cummerbund

The Side Armours Cummerbund is designed to carry 6″x6″ or 7″x8″ hard side 
ballistic plates. The low profile design, in addition to reduce weights, allows the use 
for undercover operations that require concealed ballistic protection. It can be 

used with the LC-AWPC, the LC-Hagakure or any other plate carrier that features 
female velcro attachment for cummerbund.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 300 g (couple)
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LC-QR Kangaroo Cummerbund

The LC-QR Kangaroo Cummerbund responds to the need of professional 

operators to add an emergency release system to the FROG.PRO plate carriers. Its 

design makes it compatible with any plate carrier that features female velcro 

attachment for cummerbund. For this cummerbound FROG.PRO has exclusively 

developed a new Quick Release system made with special releasable buckles, that 

allows a rapid removal of the plate carrier just pulling ahead the front webbing 

handles. Unlike the other quick release system, the FROG.PRO one also allows a 

rapid reassembly, ideal for training. The inner parts feature padded cushions 

made of breathable 3D air mesh fabric alternated with soft 500D cordura fabric for 

optimal ventilation and comfort. Both the cummerbunds hide a full lenght 

kangaroo pouch with velcro, suitable for additional side protections, radio, tools or 

any type of magazines on the market.

The new PALS system is build of a proprietary composite fabric called LAHYCO®, 

made of Hypalon® and Cordura® 500D that reaches incredible physical and 

mechanical characteristics. The LAHYCO® is the base standard for the 

development of the new FROG.PRO LC (Laser Cut) line. This new technology allows 

us to replace the traditional MOLLE PALS system made of nylon webbing sewn at 

regular intervals on Cordura® fabric, with a new technical drawing laser cut on the 

new composite fabric. The new design, fully compatible with the earlier standard 

MOLLE systems, is lighter, stronger and allows us to add some special features 

such as utility holes for shock cord or slots for QASM buckles.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 590 g (both)
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V2Z Abdominal Adapter

The V2Z Abdominal Adapter is designed to allow the application of abdominal 

equipment on a plate carrier or a chest rig (such as the LC-AWPC, Zippered Back or 

the Modular Reconnaissance Chest Rig).

In order to reach a very high strength to weight ratio, the Hypalon body is laser cut 

with a weight-saving, skeletonized design. The hook & loop attachment system 

guarantees a secure application, suitable for any platform.

The YKK® zipper is the key point of this FROG.PRO® design: applying or removing 

a belly pouch or a groin protector has never been so easy. The slider also features 

a Velcro hook puller that works as an additional safety measure.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 50 g

Dimensions: 16  x 16 cm                       
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Modular Reconnaissance Chest Rig

The Modular Reconnaissance Chest Rig was designed for those who need modularity and 
efficiency during patrols, recon and vehicle operations.
The MRCR can be used both as a standalone chest rig in conjunction with the LC-Ergo 
Reconnaissance Harness and the Chest Pad Air as well as a placard mounted directly on the 
LC-AWPC, Back Flap or other plate carriers.

This high degree of modularity allows the user to comfortably and effectively do his job during 
various parts of the mission. When patrolling for many kilometers towards the objective, the 
operator is able to keep his plate carrier and his direct-action equipment in his rucksack while 
still carry the mission essentials at the ready. Once he is closing in on the objective and it is 
appropriate to wear ballistic protections the modularity of the MRCR allows the user to quickly 
change from chest rig to plate carrier configuration. This capability is key for keeping all of 
those down times to a minimum and it eliminates the risk of error since it is not necessary to 
move any piece of equipment from one platform to the other.

The Modular Reconnaissance Chest Rig features a multitude of pockets which were implemen-
ted based on the use of most popular items during these sorts of missions:

• 3 EOT (Elastic Open Top) rifle magazine pouches;
• 2 VF (Velcro Flap) multi use pockets, ideal for a flashlight, a multitool or a tourniquet;
• 1 VF (Velcro Flap) General Purpose pouch for medical essentials, Nav gear or miscellaneous 
items;
• 2 columns of LAHYCO® MOLLE surface for maximum customization, depending on the 
mission profile;
• 1 wide pocket sealed by the new YKK® Aquaguard® waterrepellent zipper, ideal for field 
notes, maps, documents or any flat item.

The true modularity of the MRCR comes from the suite of product and accessories (some 
already available and other coming soon) that allow the user to even further configure his 
platform. The Ultra-Mate® hook backing not only allows to attach this chest rig to another 
platform but it also provides the ability to attach other pouches on both sides as well as at the 
bottom. To achieve this high degree of modularity the shape and sides of the MRCR are slick 
and streamlined, therefore the most effective and efficient attachment are the ITW 
Waterbury® G-Hooks.

Weight: 375 g

Dimensions: 26  x 17 cm                       
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Chest Pad Air

The Chest Pad Air is designed to add comfort and breathability to the MRCR, the 
LC-Front Molle Panel and the LC-Front Kangaroo Pouch when worn with the 
LC-Ergo Reconnaissance Harness.

The closed cell foam features a laser cut hexagon pattern, which combined with 
the 3D air mesh fabric, enhances ventilation and reduces moisture and sweat 
accumulation in the chest area, providing a tangible benefit in extended patrolling 
missions and activities in hot climates.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 55 g

Dimensions: 26  x 17 cm                       
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Task Bag Pad Air

The Task Bag Pad Air is designed to add comfort and breathability to the MRTB 

when worn with the LC-Ergo Reconnaissance Harness.

The closed cell foam features a laser cut hexagon pattern, which combined with 

the 3D air mesh fabric, enhances ventilation and reduces moisture and sweat 

accumulation in the chest area, providing a tangible benefit in extended patrolling 
missions and activities in hot climates.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 45 g

Dimensions: 26  x 15 cm                       
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LC-Ergo Reconnaissance Harness

The LC-Ergo Reconnaissance Harness is based on the ergonomic shape of the 
LC-Enhanced Harness: shortened and narrowed for better pairing with heavy 
backpacks during long range reconnaissance patrolling operations. The 6 points of 
attachment allow a precise fit with the MRCR, but also with the LC-Front Molle 
Panel and LC-Front Kangaroo Pouch when used with the LC-ERH Retrofit Adapters. 
The load is well distributed over the whole upper part of the back, on the trapezius 
and partly on pectoral muscles.

Its unique design truly expresses the “state of the art” of the modern harnesses.

The new PALS system is made of a proprietary composite fabric called LAHYCO®, 
made of Hypalon® and Cordura® 500D that reaches incredible physical and 
mechanical characteristics. The LAHYCO® is the base standard for the 
development of the new FROG.PRO LC (Laser Cut) line. This new technology allows 
us to replace the traditional MOLLE PALS system made of nylon webbing sewn at 
regular intervals on Cordura® fabric, with a new technical drawing laser cut on the 
new composite fabric. The new design, fully compatible with the earlier standard 
MOLLE systems, is lighter, stronger and allows us to add some special features 
such as utility holes for shock cord or slots for QASM buckles.

The built-in lumbar panel, in addition to increasing comfort in the lower back area, 
allows to attach the lower part of long hydration pouches or additional pockets. A 
generous carrying handle made of MIL-W-5625K tubular webbing is sewn in the 
upper back area. The inner part is made of 3D air mesh fabric that, combined with 
a soft padding, ensures optimal comfort and breathability.

Weight: 370 g
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LC-ERH Retrofit Adapters

The LC-ERH Retrofit Adapters are designed to allow the LC-Front Molle Panel and 
the LC-Front Kangaroo pouch to be worn with the LC-Ergo Reconnaissance 
Harness, extending the modularity of the whole system. They are also compatible 
with any front panel that features hook fastener tape.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 40 g

Dimensions: 15 x 5 cm
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Velcro Elastic CAT Tourniquet Holder

The Velcro Elastic CAT Tourniquet Holder is designed to carry one of the most 
important pieces of medical equipment: the tourniquet.

Indeed, in any operation where there may be a risk of injury with massive bleeding, 
each operator should carry one or more tourniquets placed in an easily accessible 
and visible position on his equipment.

The Velcro Elastic CAT Tourniquet Holder features a hook & loop attachment for a 
secure and fast application on the side of a plate carrier front or back flap, 
underneath a chest rig, or attached under a belt (such as the LC-AWPC, Back Flap 
or the Modular Reconnaissance Chest Rig), while the MIL-W-5664 elastic 
construction ensures a tight fit to a wide variety of conventional tourniquets (CAT, 
SOF-T, etc.).

In order to achieve a very high strength to weight ratio, the Hypalon body is laser 
cut with a weight-saving, skeletonized design and an identification TQ marking is 
laser engraved in the visible part of the pouch.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 35 g

Dimensions: 15 x 10 cm
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LC-Front Molle Panel

The LC-Front Molle Panel is intended to be an alternative solution to the LC-Chest 

rigs for all the FROG.PRO plate carriers. It is designed for those who are looking for 

a lightweight and minimal front panel for attaching MOLLE pouches. The excellent 

adhesion power of the new Ultra-Mate® Velcro guarantees a solid pairing with the 

plate carrier loop surface.

The new PALS system is build of a proprietary composite fabric called LAHYCO®, 

made of Hypalon® and Cordura® 500D that reaches incredible physical and 

mechanical characteristics. The LAHYCO® is the base standard for the 

development of the new FROG.PRO LC (Laser Cut) line. This new technology allows 

us to replace the traditional MOLLE PALS system made of nylon webbing sewn at 

regular intervals on Cordura® fabric, with a new technical drawing laser cut on the 

new composite fabric. The new design, fully compatible with the earlier standard 

MOLLE systems, is lighter, stronger and allows us to add some special features 

such as utility holes for shock cord or slots for QASM buckles.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 100 g
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LC-Front Kangaroo Pouch

The LC-Front Kangaroo Pouch is intended to be an alternative solution to the 
LC-Chest rigs for all the FROG.PRO plate carriers. It is designed for those who are 
looking for a lightweight but heavyduty magazine pouch with a minimal design 
that offers however the chance to be expanded with other pouches. The inner part 
features hook and loop velcro: this feature allows the operator to choose the 
magazine retention type (elastic inserts, kydex inserts, flap inserts, etc.) and 
perfectly fit the inserts to the type of magazine carried (AR magazines, AK 
magazines, SMG magazines, etc.). The excellent adhesion power of the new 
Ultra-Mate® Velcro guarantees a solid pairing with the inserts, the dividers, or 
other velcro accessories.

The new PALS system is build of a proprietary composite fabric called LAHYCO®, 
made of Hypalon® and Cordura® 500D that reaches incredible physical and 
mechanical characteristics. The LAHYCO® is the base standard for the 
development of the new FROG.PRO LC (Laser Cut) line. This new technology allows 
us to replace the traditional MOLLE PALS system made of nylon webbing sewn at 
regular intervals on Cordura® fabric, with a new technical drawing laser cut on the 
new composite fabric. The new design, fully compatible with the earlier standard 
MOLLE systems, is lighter, stronger and allows us to add some special features 
such as utility holes for shock cord or slots for QASM buckles.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 150 g
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EOT Velcro Inserts, LC-FKP kit

The EOT Velcro Inserts, LC-FKP kit (Elastic Open Top) is specifically designed to fit 
the LC-Front Kangaroo Pouch. It consists of:

• n.3 EOT Velcro Insert, single
• n.2 dividers

This kit allows to carry n.3 rifle magazines with different shapes and calibers such 
as AR-15 mags (.223 – 5.56x45mm NATO), AR-10 mags (.308 – 7.62x51mm NATO), 
AK mags (7.62x39mm), SMG mags (.45ACP or 9x19mm parabellum), etc. The 
elastic cord retention strenght of each insert is adjustable via the supplied ITW 
Nexus® GTSP Cordloc. The new Ultra-Mate® velcro in neutral color, due to its 
excellent adhesion power, guarantees a solid attachment.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 75 g (the entire kit)
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EOT Velcro Inserts, LC-Hagakure kit

The EOT Velcro Inserts, LC-Hagakure kit (Elastic Open Top) is specifically designed 
to fit the LC-Hagakure plate carrier in its complete configuration. It is composed 
by:

• n.5 EOT Velcro Insert, single
• n.2 dividers

The elastic cord retention strenght of each insert is adjustable via the supplied ITW 
Nexus® GTSP Cordloc. The new Ultra-Mate® velcro in neutral color, due to its 
excellent adhesion power, guarantees a solid attachment.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment. Weight: 125 g (the entire kit)
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EOT Velcro Insert, single

The EOT Velcro Insert, single (Elastic Open Top) responds to the need to add a 
smart and lightweight retention for the objects carried into velcro pouches such as 
the LC-Front Kangaroo Pouch or the LC-QR Kangaroo Cummerbunds. The elastic 
cord retention strenght is adjustable via the supplied ITW Nexus® GTSP Cordloc. 
The new Ultra-Mate® velcro in neutral color, due to its excellent adhesion power, 
guarantees a solid attachment.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 25 g
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LC-8CR

The LC-8CR is a mini chest rig suitable for those who prefer essential equipments, 
it consists of 8 columns for 3 rows of PALS. It weights only 160 g.

The new PALS system is build of a proprietary composite fabric called LAHYCO®, 
made of Hypalon® and Cordura® 500D that reaches incredible physical and 
mechanical characteristics. The LAHYCO® is the base standard for the 
development of the new FROG.PRO LC (Laser Cut) line. This new technology allows 
us to replace the traditional MOLLE PALS system made of nylon webbing sewn at 
regular intervals on Cordura® fabric, with a new technical drawing laser cut on the 
new composite fabric. The new design, fully compatible with the earlier standard 
MOLLE systems, is lighter, stronger and allows us to add some special features 
such as utility holes for shock cord or slots for QASM buckles.

The 4 attachment points design allows the operator to use the same chest rig 
combined both with a plate carrier, in the needs of ballistic protection or with a 
shoulder straps when mobility and lightness is needed. The inner Velcro, which 
provides great stability when the chest rig is coupled to the plate carrier, can be 
covered to ease the use combined with an harness. The inner part is made of 3D 
air mesh fabric that, togheter with a soft padding, ensures optimal comfort and 
breathability.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 160 g

Dimensions: 42 x 19,5 cm (without buckles)
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LC-10CR

The LC-10CR is a chest rig with a good load capacity suitable for a standard 
configuration of pouches (3 mag pouches, radio pouch, small utility pouch), it 
consists of 10 columns for 3 rows of PALS. It weights only 185 g.

The new PALS system is build of a proprietary composite fabric called LAHYCO®, 
made of Hypalon® and Cordura® 500D that reaches incredible physical and 
mechanical characteristics. The LAHYCO® is the base standard for the 
development of the new FROG.PRO LC (Laser Cut) line. This new technology allows 
us to replace the traditional MOLLE PALS system made of nylon webbing sewn at 
regular intervals on Cordura® fabric, with a new technical drawing laser cut on the 
new composite fabric. The new design, fully compatible with the earlier standard 
MOLLE systems, is lighter, stronger and allows us to add some special features 
such as utility holes for shock cord or slots for QASM buckles.

The 4 attachment points design allows the operator to use the same chest rig 
combined both with a plate carrier, in the needs of ballistic protection or with a 
shoulder straps when mobility and lightness is needed. The inner Velcro, which 
provides great stability when the chest rig is coupled to the plate carrier, can be 
covered to ease the use combined with an harness. The inner part is made of 3D 
air mesh fabric that, togheter with a soft padding, ensures optimal comfort and 
breathability.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment. Weight: 185 g

Dimensions: 50 x 19,5 cm (without buckles)           
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LC-12CR

The LC-12CR is a chest rig with an excellent load capacity that is well suited to any 
use, it consists of 12 columns for 3 rows of PALS. It weights only 205 g.

The new PALS system is build of a proprietary composite fabric called LAHYCO®, 
made of Hypalon® and Cordura® 500D that reaches incredible physical and 
mechanical characteristics. The LAHYCO® is the base standard for the 
development of the new FROG.PRO LC (Laser Cut) line. This new technology allows 
us to replace the traditional MOLLE PALS system made of nylon webbing sewn at 
regular intervals on Cordura® fabric, with a new technical drawing laser cut on the 
new composite fabric. The new design, fully compatible with the earlier standard 
MOLLE systems, is lighter, stronger and allows us to add some special features 
such as utility holes for shock cord or slots for QASM buckles.

The 4 attachment points design allows the operator to use the same chest rig 
combined both with a plate carrier, in the needs of ballistic protection or with a 
shoulder straps when mobility and lightness is needed. The inner Velcro, which 
provides great stability when the chest rig is coupled to the plate carrier, can be 
covered to ease the use combined with an harness. The inner part is made of 3D 
air mesh fabric that, togheter with a soft padding, ensures optimal comfort and 
breathability.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 205 g

Dimensions: 58 x 19,5 cm (without buckles)                
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LC-14CR

The LC-14CR is a generous size chest rig suitable for a full load of pouches, it 

consists of 14 columns for 3 rows of PALS. It weights only 225 g.

The new PALS system is build of a proprietary composite fabric called LAHYCO®, 

made of Hypalon® and Cordura® 500D that reaches incredible physical and 

mechanical characteristics. The LAHYCO® is the base standard for the 

development of the new FROG.PRO LC (Laser Cut) line. This new technology allows 

us to replace the traditional MOLLE PALS system made of nylon webbing sewn at 

regular intervals on Cordura® fabric, with a new technical drawing laser cut on the 

new composite fabric. The new design, fully compatible with the earlier standard 

MOLLE systems, is lighter, stronger and allows us to add some special features 

such as utility holes for shock cord or slots for QASM buckles.

The 4 attachment points design allows the operator to use the same chest rig 

combined both with a plate carrier, in the needs of ballistic protection or with a 

shoulder straps when mobility and lightness is needed. The inner Velcro, which 

provides great stability when the chest rig is coupled to the plate carrier, can be 

covered to ease the use combined with an harness. The inner part is made of 3D 

air mesh fabric that, togheter with a soft padding, ensures optimal comfort and 

breathability.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 225 g

Dimensions: 66 x 19,5 cm (without buckles)          
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LC-14CR-SF, Sniper

The LC-14CR-SF, Sniper is designed responding the modern marksmen’s needs to 
have a generous size chest rig suitable for a full load of pouches, with a YKK® zip 
front opening that allows to shoot comfortably in prone position maintaining an 
easy access to the pouches. It consists of 14 columns for 3 rows of PALS, 7 on each 
side. The chest part maintain the same wearing height of a classic chest rig, perfect 
for a fast reloading and for crouching comfortably. The side MOLLE system in 
low-ride position, improves the use of holsters, radio pouches or utility pouches 
when attached on the sides. It weights only 255 g.

The new PALS system is build of a proprietary composite fabric called LAHYCO®, 
made of Hypalon® and Cordura® 500D that reaches incredible physical and 
mechanical characteristics. The LAHYCO® is the base standard for the 
development of the new FROG.PRO LC (Laser Cut) line. This new technology allows 
us to replace the traditional MOLLE PALS system made of nylon webbing sewn at 
regular intervals on Cordura® fabric, with a new technical drawing laser cut on the 
new composite fabric. The new design, fully compatible with the earlier standard 
MOLLE systems, is lighter, stronger and allows us to add some special features 
such as utility holes for shock cord or slots for QASM buckles.

The 4 attachment points design allows the operator to use the same chest rig 
combined both with a plate carrier, in the needs of ballistic protection or with a 
shoulder straps when mobility and lightness is needed. The inner Velcro, which 
provides great stability when the chest rig is coupled to the plate carrier, can be 
covered to ease the use combined with an harness. The inner part is made of 3D 
air mesh fabric that, togheter with a soft padding, ensures optimal comfort and 
breathability. Its particular design makes this chest rig one of a kind and a must 
have for every shooter, both civilian and military.

Weight: 255 g

Dimensions: 64 x 25 cm (without buckles)
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LC-Enhanced Harness

The LC-Enhanced Harness is the result of deep studies on ergonomics and load 
distribution in modern war scenarios. Its particular enveloping shape, with a large 
opening for the neck, allows an optimal distribution of the weight over the whole 
upper part of the back, on the trapezius and partly on pectoral muscles. It weights 
only 350 g.

The new PALS system is build of a proprietary composite fabric called LAHYCO®, 
made of Hypalon® and Cordura® 500D that reaches incredible physical and 
mechanical characteristics. The LAHYCO® is the base standard for the 
development of the new FROG.PRO LC (Laser Cut) line. This new technology allows 
us to replace the traditional MOLLE PALS system made of nylon webbing sewn at 
regular intervals on Cordura® fabric, with a new technical drawing laser cut on the 
new composite fabric. The new design, fully compatible with the earlier standard 
MOLLE systems, is lighter, stronger and allows us to add some special features 
such as utility holes for shock cord or slots for QASM buckles.

The built-in lumbar panel, in addition to increasing comfort in the lower back area, 
allows to attach the lower part of long hydration pouches or additional pockets. A 
generous carrying handle made of MIL-W-5625K tubular webbing is sewn in the 
upper back area. The inner part is made of 3D air mesh fabric that, togheter with 
a soft padding, ensures optimal comfort and breathability.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment. Weight: 350 g
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Trousers / Inner Belt

The FROG.PRO Trousers / Inner Belt is an awesome solution for those who are 

looking for a thin, well made velcro belt that can be used either as a trouser belt or 

in conjunction with an outer belt such as the COBRA Range Belt. Thanks to its slim 

profile and its light weight is perfect for hiking, range activities and for everyday 
life.

The Trousers / Inner Belt, made of MIL-W-17337-Class 2 webbing, is available in 

four different sizes, highly adjustable by velcro.

Weight: from 60 to 80 g (depending on size)

Width: 1-1/2 ”

Dimensions:

Small 86-91 cm (optimal), 98 cm (max)
Medium 94-99 cm (optimal), 106 cm (max)
Large 102-107 cm (optimal), 114 cm (max)
X-Large 110-115 cm (optimal), 122 cm (max)
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COBRA Shooter Belt

The FROG.PRO COBRA Shooter Belt is the lightweight version of our popular COBRA Range 

Belt. It can be used either as a trousers belt or as an outer belt, as well as a combat belt when 

used in conjunction with the LC-Kusazuri Belt Cover. Thanks to its versatility it is adaptable to 

different areas of use such as hiking, military, range activities but also for everyday life.

The belt inner core, made of a semi-rigid scuba type webbing that ensures the correct stifness, 

is wrapped in a double layer of MIL-W-17337-Class 2 webbing that guarantees strenght, 

durability, light refraction typical of the MIL-SPEC webbings and at least gives it the desired 

color.

The buckle up system is entrusted to a polymeric AustriAlpin GT COBRA® buckle in black color 

that is 70% lighter than the aluminium COBRA® D-Ring buckle, and that, thanks to its 

metal-free construction, is suitable for sea and wet environment. This buckle is designed to 

prevent accidental opening, in fact the security system allows it to be opened only if not under 

load and only by pressing both the release buttons.

The new Ultra-Mate® velcro in neutral color is sewn in the inner part, which, due to its 

excellent adhesion power, guarantees a perfect pairing when used as an outer belt. Thanks to 

the slim profile of the new Velcro, less rough than the traditional one, this belt can also be 
worn alone as a trouser belt.

The COBRA Shooter Belt is available in four different sizes. A further adjustable velcro 
regulation allows to fit the belt while used with garments inside the pants. The velcro is sewn 
in order to prevent the removal of the sliding component of the buckle, making it extremely 

safe.

Weight: from 180 to 210 g (depending on size)

Width: 1-1/2 ”

Dimensions:

Small 86-94 cm

Medium 94-102 cm

Large 102-110 cm

X-Large 110-118 cm
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COBRA Raider Belt

The FROG.PRO COBRA Raider Belt is the lightweight version of our popular COBRA Operator 
Belt. The 1-1/2″ height makes it usable either as a trousers belt when used without pouches, 
as well as a lightweight outer combat belt. Its minimal design, along with its thin construction, 
fulfill the lightness and mobility needs required in modern scenarios, without renouncing to 
the modularity offered by the MOLLE PALS system.

The belt inner core, made of a semi-rigid scuba type webbing that ensures the correct 
stiffness, is wrapped in a double layer of MIL-W-17337-Class 2 webbing that guarantees 
strenght, durability, light refraction typical of the MIL-SPEC webbings and gives it the desired 
color.

The buckle up system is entrusted to a polymeric AustriAlpin GT COBRA® buckle in black color 
that is 70% lighter than the aluminium COBRA® D-Ring buckle, and that, thanks to its 
metal-free construction, is suitable for sea and wet environment. This buckle is designed to 
prevent accidental opening; in fact, the security system allows it to be opened only if not under 
load and only by pressing both the release buttons.

The new Ultra-Mate® velcro in neutral color is sewn in the inner part which, due to its excellent 
adhesion power, guarantees a perfect pairing when used as an outer belt. Thanks to the slim 
profile of the new Velcro, less rough than the traditional one, this belt can also be worn alone 
as a trouser belt.

The new PALS system is built of a proprietary composite fabric called LAHYCO®, made of 
Hypalon® and Cordura® 500D that reaches incredible physical and mechanical 
characteristics. The LAHYCO® is the base standard for the development of the new FROG.PRO 
LC (Laser Cut) line. This new technology allows us to replace the traditional MOLLE PALS 
system, made of nylon webbing sewn at regular intervals on Cordura® fabric, with a new 
technical drawing laser cut on the new composite fabric. The new design, fully compatible with 
the earlier standard MOLLE systems, is lighter, stronger and allows us to add some special 
features such as utility holes for shock cord or slots for QASM buckles.

The COBRA Raider Belt is available in four different sizes. A further adjustable velcro regulation 
allows to fit the belt while used with garments inside the pants. The velcro is sewn in order to 
prevent the removal of the sliding component of the buckle, making it extremely safe.

Weight: from 200 to 235 g (depending on size)

Width: 1-1/2 ”

Dimensions:
Small 86-94 cm
Medium 94-102 cm
Large 102-110 cm
X-Large 110-118 cm
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COBRA Range Belt

The FROG.PRO COBRA Range Belt is the ultimate solution for those who are looking for a 
multifunctional belt to be used either as a trousers belt or as an outer belt, as well as a combat 
belt when used in conjunction with the LC-Kusazuri Belt Cover. Thanks to its versatility it is 
adaptable to different areas of use such as hiking, military, range activities but also for 
everyday life.

The belt inner core, made of a semi-rigid scuba type webbing that ensures the correct 
stiffness, is wrapped in a double layer of MIL-W-17337-Class 2 webbing that guarantees 
strenght, durability, light refraction typical of the MIL-SPEC webbings and gives it the desired 
color.

The buckle up system is entrusted to an AustriAlpin COBRA® D-ring buckle in matte black 
color that has a breaking load of 18 kN (1835 kgf). This buckle is designed to prevent accidental 
opening; in fact, the security system allows it to be opened only if not under load and only by 
pressing both the release buttons.

The D-ring, with a breaking load of 22 kN (2243 kgf), can be used with the PRL (Personal 
Retention Lanyard) or other accessories for rappelling or emergency.

The new Ultra-Mate® velcro in neutral color is sewn in the inner part which, due to its excellent 
adhesion power, guarantees a perfect pairing when used as an outer belt. Thanks to the slim 
profile of the new Velcro, less rough than the traditional one, this belt can also be worn alone 
as a trouser belt.

The COBRA Range Belt is available in four different sizes. A further adjustable velcro regulation 
allows to fit the belt while used with garments inside the pants. The velcro is sewn in order to 
prevent the removal of the sliding component of the buckle, making it extremely safe. Weight: from 280 to 310 g (depending on size)

Width: 1-1/2 ”

Dimensions:
Small 86-94 cm
Medium 94-102 cm
Large 102-110 cm
X-Large 110-118 cm
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COBRA Operator Belt

The FROG.PRO COBRA Operator Belt is the ultimate solution for those who are looking for a 
multifunctional belt that features MOLLE PALS system for attaching pouches or accessories. 
The 1-1/2″ height makes it usable either as a trousers belt when used without pouches, as well 
as a lightweight outer combat belt. Its minimal design, along with its thin construction, fulfill 
the lightness and mobility needs required in modern scenarios, without renouncing to the 
modularity offered by the MOLLE system.

The belt inner core, made of a semi-rigid scuba type webbing that ensures the correct 
stiffness, is wrapped in a double layer of MIL-W-17337-Class 2 webbing that guarantees 
strenght, durability, light refraction typical of the MIL-SPEC webbings and gives it the desired 
color.

The buckle up system is entrusted to an AustriAlpin COBRA® D-ring buckle in matte black 
color that has a breaking load of 18 kN (1835 kgf). This buckle is designed to prevent accidental 
opening; in fact, the security system allows it to be opened only if not under load and only by 
pressing both the release buttons.

The D-ring, with a breaking load of 22 kN (2243 kgf), can be used with the PRL (Personal 
Retention Lanyard) or other accessories for rappelling or emergency.

The new Ultra-Mate® velcro in neutral color is sewn in the inner part which, due to its excellent 
adhesion power, guarantees a perfect pairing when used as an outer belt. Thanks to the slim 
profile of the new Velcro, less rough than the traditional one, this belt can also be worn alone 
as a trouser belt.

The COBRA Operator Belt is available in four different sizes. A further adjustable velcro 
regulation allows to fit the belt while used with garments inside the pants. The velcro is sewn 
in order to prevent the removal of the sliding component of the buckle, making it extremely 
safe.

Weight: from 295 to 330 g (depending on size)

Width: 1-1/2 ”

Dimensions:
Small 86-94 cm
Medium 94-102 cm
Large 102-110 cm
X-Large 110-118 cm
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2-V2M Belt Adapter

The 2-V2M Belt Adapter (Velcro To Molle) is designed to attach MOLLE style 
pouches to the FROG.PRO COBRA Range Belt. The velcro system allows an easy 
attach or removal of any preconfigurated pouches set, switching from a minimal 
belt to a fully equipped technical belt. The model 2-V2M consists of 2 columns for 
2 rows of PALS system. Its extreme light weight along with its minimal design 
reduces the load and the silhouette in order to maximize the user experience in 
every scenarios, such as hiking, military or range activities.

The new PALS system is build of a proprietary composite fabric called LAHYCO®, 
made of Hypalon® and Cordura® 500D that reaches incredible physical and 
mechanical characteristics. The LAHYCO® is the base standard for the 
development of the new FROG.PRO LC (Laser Cut) line. This new technology allows 
us to replace the traditional MOLLE PALS system made of nylon webbing sewn at 
regular intervals on Cordura® fabric, with a new technical drawing laser cut on the 
new composite fabric. The new design, fully compatible with the earlier standard 
MOLLE systems, is lighter, stronger and allows us to add some special features 
such as utility holes for shock cord or slots for QASM buckles.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment..

Weight: 20 g

Dimensions: 9,5 × 9 cm
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3-V2M Belt Adapter

The 3-V2M Belt Adapter (Velcro To Molle) is designed to attach MOLLE style 

pouches to the FROG.PRO COBRA Range Belt. The velcro system allows an easy 

attach or removal of any preconfigurated pouches set, switching from a minimal 
belt to a fully equipped technical belt. The model 3-V2M consists of 3 columns for 

2 rows of PALS system. Its extreme light weight along with its minimal design 

reduces the load and the silhouette in order to maximize the user experience in 

every scenarios, such as hiking, military or range activities.

The new PALS system is build of a proprietary composite fabric called LAHYCO®, 
made of Hypalon® and Cordura® 500D that reaches incredible physical and 

mechanical characteristics. The LAHYCO® is the base standard for the 

development of the new FROG.PRO LC (Laser Cut) line. This new technology allows 

us to replace the traditional MOLLE PALS system made of nylon webbing sewn at 

regular intervals on Cordura® fabric, with a new technical drawing laser cut on the 
new composite fabric. The new design, fully compatible with the earlier standard 
MOLLE systems, is lighter, stronger and allows us to add some special features 
such as utility holes for shock cord or slots for QASM buckles.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 30 g

Dimensions: 9,5 × 13 cm                       
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6-V2M Belt Adapter

The 6-V2M Belt Adapter (Velcro To Molle) is designed to attach MOLLE style 

pouches to the FROG.PRO COBRA Range Belt. The velcro system allows an easy 

attach or removal of any preconfigurated pouches set, switching from a minimal 
belt to a fully equipped technical belt. The model 6-V2M consists of 6 columns for 

2 rows of PALS system. Its extreme light weight along with its minimal design 

reduces the load and the silhouette in order to maximize the user experience in 

every scenarios, such as hiking, military or range activities.

The new PALS system is build of a proprietary composite fabric called LAHYCO®, 
made of Hypalon® and Cordura® 500D that reaches incredible physical and 

mechanical characteristics. The LAHYCO® is the base standard for the 

development of the new FROG.PRO LC (Laser Cut) line. This new technology allows 

us to replace the traditional MOLLE PALS system made of nylon webbing sewn at 

regular intervals on Cordura® fabric, with a new technical drawing laser cut on the 
new composite fabric. The new design, fully compatible with the earlier standard 
MOLLE systems, is lighter, stronger and allows us to add some special features 
such as utility holes for shock cord or slots for QASM buckles.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 50 g

Dimensions: 9,5 × 25 cm
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LC-Kusazuri Belt Cover

The FROG.PRO LC-Kusazuri Belt Cover is designed to attach MOLLE style pouches 
to any belt such as trouser belts, combat belts and climbing harnesses, extending 
the range of use and increasing the load capacity.

The new PALS system is build of a proprietary composite fabric called LAHYCO®, 
made of Hypalon® and Cordura® 500D that reaches incredible physical and 
mechanical characteristics. The LAHYCO® is the base standard for the 
development of the new FROG.PRO LC (Laser Cut) line. This new technology allows 
us to replace the traditional MOLLE PALS system made of nylon webbing sewn at 
regular intervals on Cordura® fabric, with a new technical drawing laser cut on the 
new composite fabric. The new design, fully compatible with the earlier standard 
MOLLE systems, is lighter, stronger and allows us to add some special features 
such as utility holes for shock cord or slots for QASM buckles.

The outer part is divided into 2/3 MOLLE PALS rows independent sections that 
allow the use of belt mounted holsters, pouches and other accessories. Three 
sections of female velcro are sewn in order to interface with the internal male 
velcro of the COBRA Range Belt, avoiding belt sliding.

The inner part, made of 3D air mesh fabric, togheter with a soft padding, ensures 
optimal comfort and breathability.

The LC-Kusazuri Belt Cover has four attachment points for suspenders like the 
FROG.PRO Low Profile Belt Suspenders.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 200 g

Height: 10.5 cm

Dimensions:
Small 91 cm
Medium 97 cm
Large 105 cm
X-Large 113 cm
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Low Profile Belt Suspenders

The FROG.PRO Low Profile Belt Suspenders offers a comfortable and functional 
support to any belt such as the COBRA Range Belt or the LC-Kusazuri Belt Cover. 
The “X” structure, combined with the 3D air mesh fabric in contact with the body, 
ensures optimal comfort and breathability, even when worn under plate carriers 
and body armours thanks to its slim design. A couple of elasticized webbings for 
radio cables retention are sewn on each shoulder pad. The distance between the 
belt and the suspenders is adjustable via triglide and the webbing in excess can be 
blocked with the elasticized bands provided.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 165 g
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Enhanced Carbine Sling

The FROG.PRO design driven by the input and feedback from the best civilian, military and law 

enforcement shooters has led to the development of a new tactical sling for carbines and 

rifles, lightweight, easy to use and capable of performing in the maximum comfort, all 
functions required in the modern combat scenarios.

The Enhanced Carbine Sling provides a “one of a kind” generous sized soft pad, made of 

Cordura® 500D and closed cell foam, that guarantees the maximum comfort both in shooting 
position and during handgun transition. The enlarged soft pad ensures a “snag-free” with 

other equipment, especially for hands-free tasks.

The Ladderloc, towards to the muzzle, performs as an instant length adjustment, allowing the 

user to tailor the sling for the actual shooting position, ensuring stability and comfort in 

prolonged engagements. The sling is designed to allow the user to easily switch shoulder from 

strong side to support side, or from primary to sidearm transitions.

Unlike other slings on the market, we chose to let the sling front webbing free. It is easier to 

grab and pull, and it provides a wider range of adjustment, needed for the rapid reconfigura-

tion from One to Two point of contact with the weapon. The longer pad provides comfort with 

both configurations.

When used in a 2 point configuration, the plastic hook helps to secure the webbing in excess, 
while the ITW Nexus® Web Dominator works as a secure grip.
When used in a 1 point configuration, the Web Dominator secures the loose nylon web strap.

The Enhanced Carbine Sling is fully ambidextrous; this capability is provided by the split bar 
design of the QASM buckle, which allows the D-Ring to be flipped to the opposite site and 
therefore transform the sling from a right-handed to a left-handed configuration.

The metal hooks (MASH or CLASH style) meet the highest quality standards of the category.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product that 
reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight:

200 g (tactical hooks)

180 g (webbing strap and tactical hook)

160 g (webbing straps)

Pad dimensions: 90 x 5 x 0.5 cm
Overall length: 115-175 cm 
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Camera Enhanced Slings Kit

The Camera Enhanced Slings Kit responds to the need of professional 

photographers and serious amateurs to avoid fatigue and neck pain caused by the 

camera weight when worn with a classic strap.

The supplied QASM-Upright adapters, combined with the slings, infact, allows the 

direct attach of the slings to D-Rings, 1″ webbings, MOLLE system or any other 
loops on the backpack shoulder straps. This solution provides an easy and rapid 

attachment and displaces the camera weight from the neck to the backpack.

The slings, made of 1″ Mil-Spec webbing, are easy adjustable for a perfect fitting 
avoiding camera oscillation while plastic hooks help to hold the webbings in 

excess. The metal hooks (MASH or CLASH style) meet the highest quality standards 

of the category. The D-Ring adapters supplied fit most of the cameras on the 
market and together with the rest of the kit provide a safe attachment.

The soft pad allows to use the slings kit without a backpack or to transform the 

Camera Padded Pouch in a transport bag.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 200 g (all the kit)                     
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Camera Padded Pouch

The Camera Padded Pouch is the ultimate solution for professional photographer 
and serious amateurs who are looking for a multifunctional pouch to be used 
either as a transport bag when used in conjunction with the Camera Enhanced 
Slings Kit or as a functional pouch when used in conjunction with a molle platform 
such as our LC-8CR. This pouch, padded on all sides, provides excellent protection 
of the instrument from impacts and crushing. The YKK® water-repellent coiled 
zipper closure is sewn with a particular slanted design studied by FROG.PRO which 
allows you to have full visibility into the pocket when open. The double layer of 
CORDURA® 500D with urethane coating and DWR finish, together with the YKK® 
water repellent zipper, preserves the camera from severe weather. The ITW 
Nexus® buckle allows to hold the flap in open position for an easy use of the 
camera. The inner part features a mesh pocket with zipper closure, useful for 
carrying maintenance tools, objective lens filters, cables, etc.

FROG.PRO designs and makes its new pouches in a double layer of 500D 
CORDURA® fabric paying particular attention to seams, reinforced and sewn in a 
single layer to make them invisible and securely protected. These technical 
solutions guarantee the highest possible resistance to wear and consequently a 
longer life cycle for the product. In addition, these FROG.PRO pouches are 
equipped with the new exclusive WTFix attachment system!

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 230 g

Dimensions: 17,5 x 16 x 12 cm
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Easy Access Backpack

The Easy Access Backpack is designed to enhance the plate carrier load carrying capacity.

The overall goal of this backpack is to satisfy the operator in the need of a very lightweight 
carrying solution, intended to be used for carrying extra stuff that is not primarly needed 
during a fast combat action, but useful if easy to reach such as water, extra ammunition or 
pyrotechnic charges, extra batteries, a rain jacket, etc.

In order to achieve the “easy to grab” goal, we designed the Easy Access Backpack with a 
proprietary 4 zip design, that allows it to be operated without obstructions both when worn on 
the back, with the help of a teammate as a standard backpack, and by yourself, when switched 
on the front.

The backpack attaches on plate carrier or vest shoulder straps via ITW Nexus® buckles and 
supplied adapters, that comes in two different versions in order to fit either velcro shoulder 
straps as well as shoulder straps that feature MOLLE system or D-Rings. The dual point 
attaching system allows it to be flipped over the head and put on the front, giving the chance 
to operate it by yourself with both the hands free, still maintaining a combat ready approach. 
The lumbar strap is specifically designed to avoid additional attaching points, that could cause 
failure in most of the plate carrier quick release systems. In escape&evasion case, the upper 
straps and the lumbar straps can be attached together becoming slim shoulder straps.

The inner part features a velcro loop panel, where you can attach your plate carrier front 
panel, such as the LC-Front Kangaroo Pouch or the LC-Front Molle Panel, or velcro organizers. 
In order to have a better organization of the inner part and giving the chance to change the 
LC-Hagakure back configuration, the LC-Modular Zippered Backpanel can be stored inside the 
backpack. The inner part also features shock cord organizers and two hypalon laser cut ports 
for hydration bladder tube and radio cables and antennas management.The outer part 
features a slim zippered pocket for small tools or accessories.

Made of the best raw materials on the market such as Cordura 500D fabric, YKK® water 
repellent zipper, ITW Nexus® hardware, VELCRO® brand Velour and MILSPEC webbings, 
together with its original design, the Easy Access Backpack expresses at best the FROG.PRO 
mission.

Weight: 530 g

Dimensions: 40 x 26 x 10 cm
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SFD-Responder 2.0

A good first aid kit must be the first choice of each operator before approaching any mission, 
but also the first choice of every citizen who takes care of his own and his beloved ones safety.

In some cases a military profile pouch, belt or shoulder carried, could create a kind of concern 
or suspicion in the people around us, being them either hostile or friendly. For this reason, 
from the collaboration between FROG.PRO and Safer Faster Defense, the SFD-Responder is 
born. An elasticized unconventional carrying system for the Individual First Aid Kit (IFAK) 
designed to be ankle worn, hidden from the sight but always available.

The central part of the SFD-Responder is made of a double 4″ elasticized band that allows a 
good adaptability to the size and the shape of products carried. This new version 2.0 features 
a silicone rubber band inside each pocket to make the retention of the equipment fail-proof.

The outer closure flap features the new laser cut PALS MOLLE system made of LAHYCO®, a 
proprietary composite fabric made of Hypalon® and Cordura® 500D that reaches incredible 
physical and mechanical characteristics. This feature, in addition to allowing the application of 
accessories by shock cord or patches, offers the possibility to attach additional small 
dimensions pouches. The new Ultra-Mate® velcro in neutral color is sewn in the inner part, 
which, due to its excellent adhesion power, guarantees a solid pairing. Thanks to the slim 
profile of the new Velcro, less rough than the traditional one, the SFD-Responder results more 
comfortable when worn in contact with the skin.

The inner flap is finished with 3D Air Mesh fabric for more comfort and breathability.

To provide greater strength and to maintaining the shape unaltered over time, the Hypalon® 
is used as a base fabric for the closing flaps, both external and internal.

Weight: 115 g

Dimensions: 52 × 10 cm
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12ga 5 Shells Molle Stick

This stick allows you to transport n.5 12ga shotgun shells. The elasticized band 
provides a safe retaining and at the same time allows a fast extraction of the 
shotgun shells.

FROG.PRO designs and makes its new shotgun pouches in a double layer of 500D 
CORDURA® fabric paying particular attention to seams, reinforced and sewn in a 
single layer to make them invisible and securely protected. These technical 
solutions guarantee the highest possible resistance to wear and consequently a 
longer life cycle for the product. In addition, these FROG.PRO pouches are 
equipped with the new exclusive WTFix attachment system!

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to "state of the art" military equipment. Weight: 30 g

Dimensions: 12,5 x 5 x 3 cm
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Pistol-SMG-1-EOT, single

Once again FROG.PRO exploited the potential of the Laser-Cut technology in order to design 
the new line of magazines and general purpose pouches, reaching unachieved goals of 
lightweight and performance.

The Pistol-SMG-1-EOT, single (Pistol-Sub Machine Gun-1-Elastic Open Top) is designed to carry 
several types of small caliber magazines such as cal. 9 mm / .45 pistol or Sub Machine Gun 
magazines.

The MIL-W-5664 or Woven type elasticized band enlarges the gamut of magazine types by 
providing an inherently conforming pressure to the content that is reliable and repeatable. 
The Hypalon lined inner portion, in conjunction with the inward pressure given by the 
elasticized band, ensures a secure retention of the content into the pouch with superficial 
friction that is extremely effective with polymer, stainless steel and aluminium magazines. 
Even though the Pistol-SMG-1-EOT, single features 1/8″ shock cord and pull tab for additional 
retention in airborne employments and operations involving high speed vehicles, they can be 
easily removed and the pouch can be safely utilized without them. This open top pouch 
features a built-in, double side and eyelet-free anchor point design for shock cord, which, in 
combination with its semi-rigid construction, is particularly beneficial in the reinsertion of the 
magazine ensuring a snag-free operation.

The slotted drainage holes in the bottom part provide an additional MOLLE compatible 
attachment point, particularly useful for tourniquet, multitool or grenades pouches in 
heavy-load configurations.

The LAHYCO® composite fabric construction provides an high degree of water repellency, 
which in wet environments and maritime applications translates to higher mobility and lighter 
weight.

The Pistol-SMG-1-EOT, single can be mounted and effectively utilized on both belt and chest 
rig/plate carrier platform and allows an effective extraction from both position, also for 
emergency reloads.

Weight:
35 g (without shock cord and pull tab)
45 g (with shock cord and pull tab)

Dimensions: 11 x 4 x 2 cm
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Pistol-1-VF, single

Once again FROG.PRO have exploited the potential of the Laser-Cut technology in order to 

design the new line of magazines and general purpose pouches, reaching unachieved goals of 

lightweight and performance.

The Pistol-1-VF, single (Pistol-1-Velcro fastener Flap) is designed to carry different items such 
as cal. 9 mm / .45 pistol magazine, flashlight, multitool, tourniquet, etc.

The MIL-W-5664 or Woven type elasticized band enlarges the gamut of objects by providing an 

inherently conforming pressure to the content that is reliable and repeatable.

The closure flap features two pre-cut holes just above the MOLLE backer, which allow the 
dummy cording of an important tool in order to avoid loosing it in situations where you could 

have a temporary lapse of motor control, or when you just plain drop it. The holes at the end 

of the flap allow the addition of a cord for extending the pull tab, a particularly beneficial 
feature when you are wearing thick gloves or during night ops, or for designating special 
content.

In order to reach a very high strength to weight ratio, meticulous attention have been paid 

even to the details hidden from the sight. The external velcro loop, useful for patches (IR tab, 

blood type, med cross, etc.), hides an extremely cool, weight-saving, skeletonized design. The 
slim profile of the new Ultra-Mate® velcro hook tape, less rough than the traditional one, not 
only guarantees an excellent adhesion power, but it also decreases the tearing noise.

The slotted drainage holes in the bottom part provide an additional MOLLE compatible 

attachment point, particularly useful for tourniquet, multitool or grenades pouches in 
heavy-load configurations.

The LAHYCO® composite fabric construction provides an high degree of water repellency, 
which in wet environments and maritime applications translates to higher mobility and lighter 

weight.

The Pistol-1-VF, single can be mounted and effectively utilized on both belt and chest rig/plate 
carrier platform.

Weight: 45 g

Dimensions: 13 x 4 x 2 cm
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Multi-1-EOT, single

Once again FROG.PRO exploited the potential of the Laser-Cut technology in order to design 
the new line of magazines and general purpose pouches, reaching unachieved goals of 
lightweight and performance.

The Multi-1-EOT, single (Multicaliber-1-Elastic Open Top) is designed to carry several types of 
rifle magazines such as AR-15 style magazines (.223 – 5.56x45mm), AR-10 / SR-25 / SCAR 17 
style magazines (.308 – 7.62x51mm), AK style magazines (7.62x39mm), etc.

The MIL-W-5664 or Woven type elasticized band enlarges the gamut of magazine types by 
providing an inherently conforming pressure to the content that is reliable and repeatable. 
The Hypalon lined inner portion, in conjunction with the inward pressure given by the 
elasticized band, ensures a secure retention of the content into the pouch with superficial 
friction that is extremely effective with polymer, stainless steel and aluminium magazines. 
Even though the Multi-1-EOT, single features 1/8″ shock cord and pull tab for additional 
retention in airborne employments and operations involving high speed vehicles, they can be 
easily removed and the pouch can be safely utilized without them. This open top pouch 
features a built-in, double side and eyelet-free anchor point design for shock cord, which, in 
combination with its semi-rigid construction, is particularly beneficial in the reinsertion of the 
magazine ensuring a snag-free operation.

The slotted drainage holes in the bottom part provide an additional MOLLE compatible 
attachment point, particularly useful for tourniquet, multitool or grenades pouches in 
heavy-load configurations.

The LAHYCO® composite fabric construction provides an high degree of water repellency, 
which in wet environments and maritime applications translates to higher mobility and lighter 
weight.

The Multi-1-EOT, single can be mounted and effectively utilized on both belt and chest 
rig/plate carrier platform and allows an effective extraction from both position, also for 
emergency reloads.

Weight:
55 g (without shock cord and pull tab)
65 g (with shock cord and pull tab)

Dimensions: 11 x 8 x 2 cm
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General Purpose-VF, single

Once again FROG.PRO have exploited the potential of the Laser-Cut technology in order to 

design the new line of magazines and general purpose pouches, reaching unachieved goals of 

lightweight and performance.

The General Purpose-VF, single (General Purpose-Velcro fastener Flap) is designed to carry 

different items such as navigation tools, a small first aid kit, a low cap rifle magazine (20 Rnds 
.223 – 5,56x45mm / 10 Rnds .308 – 7,62x51mm), miscellaneous, etc.

The MIL-W-5664 or Woven type elasticized band enlarges the gamut of objects by providing an 
inherently conforming pressure to the content that is reliable and repeatable.

The closure flap features four pre-cut holes just above the MOLLE backer, which allow the 
dummy cording of important tools in order to avoid loosing them in situations where you 

could have a temporary lapse of motor control, or when you just plain drop them. The holes 
at the end of the flap allow the addition of a cord for extending the pull tab, a particularly 
beneficial feature when you are wearing thick gloves or during night ops, or for designating 
special content.

In order to reach a very high strength to weight ratio, meticulous attention have been paid 
even to the details hidden from the sight. The external velcro loop, useful for patches (IR tab, 
blood type, med cross, etc.), hides an extremely cool, weight-saving, skeletonized design. The 
slim profile of the new Ultra-Mate® velcro hook tape, less rough than the traditional one, not 
only guarantees an excellent adhesion power, but it also decreases the tearing noise.

The slotted drainage holes in the bottom part provide an additional MOLLE compatible 
attachment point, particularly useful for tourniquet, multitool or grenades pouches in 

heavy-load configurations.

The LAHYCO® composite fabric construction provides an high degree of water repellency, 
which in wet environments and maritime applications translates to higher mobility and lighter 
weight.

The General Purpose-VF, single can be mounted and effectively utilized on both belt and chest 
rig/plate carrier platform.

Weight: 75 g

Dimensions: 13 x 8 x 2 cm
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Multi-1-Pistol-EOT, single

Once again FROG.PRO exploited the potential of the Laser-Cut technology in order to design 
the new line of magazines and general purpose pouches, reaching unachieved goals of 
lightweight and performance.

The Multi-1-Pistol-EOT, single is a combination of our popular Multi-1-EOT and 
Pistol-SMG-1-EOT pouches. It is designed to carry several types of rifle magazines in the main 
pouch, and pistol or SMG magazines in the two external pouches.

The MIL-W-5664 or Woven type elasticized band enlarges the gamut of magazine types by 
providing an inherently conforming pressure to the content that is reliable and repeatable. 
The Hypalon lined inner portion, in conjunction with the inward pressure given by the 
elasticized band, ensures a secure retention of the content into the pouch with superficial 
friction that is extremely effective with polymer, stainless steel and aluminium magazines. 
Even though the Multi-1-Pistol-EOT, single features 1/8″ shock cord and pull tab for additional 
retention in airborne employments and operations involving high speed vehicles, they can be 
easily removed and the pouch can be safely utilized without them. This open top pouch 
features a built-in, double side and eyelet-free anchor point design for shock cord, which, in 
combination with its semi-rigid construction, is particularly beneficial in the reinsertion of the 
magazine ensuring a snag-free operation.

The slotted drainage holes in the bottom part provide an additional MOLLE compatible 
attachment point, particularly useful for tourniquet, multitool or grenades pouches in 
heavy-load configurations.

The LAHYCO® composite fabric construction provides an high degree of water repellency, 
which in wet environments and maritime applications translates to higher mobility and lighter 
weight.

The Multi-1-Pistol-EOT, single can be mounted and effectively utilized on both belt and chest 
rig/plate carrier platform and allows an effective extraction from both position, also for 
emergency reloads.

Weight:
85 g (without shock cord and pull tab)
130 g (with shock cord and pull tab)

Dimensions: 11 x 8 x 4 cm
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Multi-1-Pistol-VF, single

Once again FROG.PRO exploited the potential of the Laser-Cut technology in order to design 
the new line of magazines and general purpose pouches, reaching unachieved goals of 
lightweight and performance.

The Multi-1-Pistol-VF, single is a combination of our popular Multi-1-EOT and Pistol-1-VF 
pouches. It is designed to carry several types of rifle magazines in the main pouch, and 
different items such as cal. 9 mm / .45 pistol magazine, flashlight, multitool, tourniquet, etc. in 
the two external pouches.

The MIL-W-5664 or Woven type elasticized band enlarges the gamut of magazine types by 
providing an inherently conforming pressure to the content that is reliable and repeatable. 
The Hypalon lined inner portion, in conjunction with the inward pressure given by the 
elasticized band, ensures a secure retention of the content into the pouch with superficial 
friction that is extremely effective with polymer, stainless steel and aluminium magazines. 
Even though the Multi-1-Pistol-VF, single features 1/8″ shock cord and pull tab for additional 
retention in airborne employments and operations involving high speed vehicles, they can be 
easily removed and the pouch can be safely utilized without them. This open top pouch 
features a built-in, double side and eyelet-free anchor point design for shock cord, which, in 
combination with its semi-rigid construction, is particularly beneficial in the reinsertion of the 
magazine ensuring a snag-free operation.

The slotted drainage holes in the bottom part provide an additional MOLLE compatible 
attachment point, particularly useful for tourniquet, multitool or grenades pouches in 
heavy-load configurations.

The LAHYCO® composite fabric construction provides an high degree of water repellency, 
which in wet environments and maritime applications translates to higher mobility and lighter 
weight.

The Multi-1-Pistol-VF, single can be mounted and effectively utilized on both belt and chest 
rig/plate carrier platform and allows an effective extraction from both position, also for 
emergency reloads.

Weight:
110 g (without shock cord and pull tab)
125 g (with shock cord and pull tab)

Dimensions: 11 x 8 x 4 cm
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Multi-2-EOT, single

Once again FROG.PRO exploited the potential of the Laser-Cut technology in order to design 
the new line of magazines and general purpose pouches, reaching unachieved goals of 
lightweight and performance.

The Multi-2-EOT, single is a combination of two Multi-1-EOT pouches. It is designed to carry to 
carry several types of rifle magazines such as AR-15 style magazines (.223 – 5.56x45mm), 
AR-10 / SR-25 / SCAR 17 style magazines (.308 – 7.62x51mm), AK style magazines (7.62x39mm), 
etc.

The MIL-W-5664 or Woven type elasticized band enlarges the gamut of magazine types by 
providing an inherently conforming pressure to the content that is reliable and repeatable. 
The Hypalon lined inner portion, in conjunction with the inward pressure given by the 
elasticized band, ensures a secure retention of the content into the pouch with superficial 
friction that is extremely effective with polymer, stainless steel and aluminium magazines. 
Even though the Multi-2-EOT, single features 1/8″ shock cord and pull tab for additional 
retention in airborne employments and operations involving high speed vehicles, they can be 
easily removed and the pouch can be safely utilized without them. This open top pouch 
features a built-in, double side and eyelet-free anchor point design for shock cord, which, in 
combination with its semi-rigid construction, is particularly beneficial in the reinsertion of the 
magazine ensuring a snag-free operation.

The slotted drainage holes in the bottom part provide an additional MOLLE compatible 
attachment point, particularly useful for tourniquet, multitool or grenades pouches in 
heavy-load configurations.

The LAHYCO® composite fabric construction provides an high degree of water repellency, 
which in wet environments and maritime applications translates to higher mobility and lighter 
weight.

The Multi-2-EOT, single can be mounted and effectively utilized on both belt and chest 
rig/plate carrier platform and allows an effective extraction from both position, also for 
emergency reloads.

Weight:
85 g (without shock cord and pull tab)
115 g (with shock cord and pull tab)

Dimensions: 11 x 8 x 4 cm
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Multi-1-General Purpose-VF, single

Once again FROG.PRO exploited the potential of the Laser-Cut technology in order to design 

the new line of magazines and general purpose pouches, reaching unachieved goals of 

lightweight and performance.

The Multi-1-General Purpose-VF, single is a combination of our popular Multi-1-EOT and 

General Purpose-VF pouches. It is designed to carry several types of rifle magazines in the 
main pouch, and different items such as navigation tools, a small first aid kit, a low cap rifle 
magazine (20 Rnds .223 – 5,56x45mm / 10 Rnds .308 – 7,62x51mm), miscellaneous, etc. in the 

external pouch.

The MIL-W-5664 or Woven type elasticized band enlarges the gamut of magazine types by 

providing an inherently conforming pressure to the content that is reliable and repeatable. 

The Hypalon lined inner portion, in conjunction with the inward pressure given by the 

elasticized band, ensures a secure retention of the content into the pouch with superficial 
friction that is extremely effective with polymer, stainless steel and aluminium magazines. 
Even though the Multi-1-General Purpose-VF, single features 1/8″ shock cord and pull tab for 
additional retention in airborne employments and operations involving high speed vehicles, 

they can be easily removed and the pouch can be safely utilized without them. This open top 

pouch features a built-in, double side and eyelet-free anchor point design for shock cord, 
which, in combination with its semi-rigid construction, is particularly beneficial in the 
reinsertion of the magazine ensuring a snag-free operation.

The slotted drainage holes in the bottom part provide an additional MOLLE compatible 

attachment point, particularly useful for tourniquet, multitool or grenades pouches in 

heavy-load configurations.

The LAHYCO® composite fabric construction provides an high degree of water repellency, 

which in wet environments and maritime applications translates to higher mobility and lighter 

weight.

The Multi-1-General Purpose-VF, single can be mounted and effectively utilized on both belt 
and chest rig/plate carrier platform and allows an effective extraction from both position, also 
for emergency reloads.

Weight:

100 g (without shock cord and pull tab)
115 g (with shock cord and pull tab)

Dimensions: 11 x 8 x 4 cm
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STANAG-2-AP, single

This magazine pouch is originally designed to transport two STANAG magazines 
(.223 – 5.56x45mm). The large flap provides excellent protection and conservation 
of the magazines and its special shape facilitates the opening action of the pouch, 
keeping a low profile silhouette. It can be also used for an AK magazine 
(7.62x39mm), one HK-417 magazine (.308 – 7.62x51mm), 0,5L water bottle, 
medical inserts, etc. On the bottom side there is a burnished brass ring for water 
drainage.

FROG.PRO designs and makes its new pouches in a double layer of 500D 
CORDURA® fabric paying particular attention to seams, reinforced and sewn in a 
single layer to make them invisible and securely protected. These technical 
solutions guarantee the highest possible resistance to wear and consequently a 
longer life cycle for the product. In addition, these FROG.PRO pouches are 
equipped with the new exclusive WTFix attachment system!

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 75 g

Dimensions: 17,5 x 8 x 5 cm
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Mesh Side Dump Pouch

The MSDP (Mesh Side Dump Pouch) expresses the innovative spirit of FROG.PRO. 

Thanks to the study on the design, we were able to make attractive a common 

dump pouch, even improving its functionality. Once closed, the pouch is small 

enough to be carried on a belt or on a tactical vest without affecting the overall 
dimensions. On the contrary once opened the MSDP can accommodate six or 

more rifle magazines! The opening can be adjusted at will thanks to the elastic 
cord that runs along it. The water and dirt drainage occurs via sides made of 

MIL-C-8061 heavy mesh fabric.

FROG.PRO designs and makes its new pouches in a double layer of 500D 

CORDURA® fabric paying particular attention to seams, reinforced and sewn in a 

single layer to make them invisible and securely protected. These technical 

solutions guarantee the highest possible resistance to wear and consequently a 

longer life cycle for the product. In addition, these FROG.PRO pouches are 

equipped with the new exclusive WTFix attachment system!

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 145 g

Dimensions:

14 x 8 x 5 cm (closed)

25 x 15 x 10 cm (open)
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FB-3

The FB-3 (FlashBang-3) is designed to carry n.3 flashbang grenades or similar size 
grenades. The velcro insert with elasticized band, included with this pouch, 
provides a safe retaining and at the same time allows a fast extraction when the 
pouch is used with the flap opened. The FB-3 is truly versatile: by removing the 
velcro insert it could be used as an awesome utility pouch. The velcro loop on the 
large flap allows the application of patches and other accessories. On the bottom 
side there is a burnished brass ring for water drainage.

FROG.PRO designs and makes its new pouches in a double layer of 500D 
CORDURA® fabric paying particular attention to seams, reinforced and sewn in a 
single layer to make them invisible and securely protected. These technical 
solutions guarantee the highest possible resistance to wear and consequently a 
longer life cycle for the product. In addition, these FROG.PRO pouches are 
equipped with the new exclusive WTFix attachment system!

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 160 g

Dimensions: 12,5 x 16 x 6 cm
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SMRP

The SMRP (SMall Radio Pouch) is designed to carry small personal radio devices. 

The special shape of this pocket, as well as protecting the display, it is optimal both 

for radio with headset/microphone input on the side that in the upper side. The 

double opening system by buckle or elastic, adjustable by velcro, allows you to 

silently take the radio and interact with the keyboard. On the bottom side there is 

a burnished brass ring for water drainage.

FROG.PRO designs and makes its new pouches in a double layer of 500D 

CORDURA® fabric paying particular attention to seams, reinforced and sewn in a 

single layer to make them invisible and securely protected. These technical 

solutions guarantee the highest possible resistance to wear and consequently a 

longer life cycle for the product. In addition, these FROG.PRO pouches are 

equipped with the new exclusive WTFix attachment system!

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 70 g

Dimensions: 12,5 x 8 x 3 cm
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148RPP

The 148RPP (148 Radio Padded Pouch) is designed to carry the AN/PRC-148 radio. 

This pouch, padded on all sides, provides excellent protection of the instrument 

from impacts and crushing. The elastic cord of the closure system does not 

obstruct the rotation of the channel knob. On the bottom side there is a burnished 

brass ring for water drainage.

FROG.PRO designs and makes its new pouches in a double layer of 500D 

CORDURA® fabric paying particular attention to seams, reinforced and sewn in a 

single layer to make them invisible and securely protected. These technical 

solutions guarantee the highest possible resistance to wear and consequently a 

longer life cycle for the product. In addition, these FROG.PRO pouches are 

equipped with the new exclusive WTFix attachment system!

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 105 g

Dimensions: 19,5 x 8 x 4,5 cm
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ZU-4×2-Type1

The ZU-4×2-Type1 is a small sized zippered pouch designed to carry generic 

objects. The inner volume is 1,1 liters. The YKK® water-repellent coiled zipper 

closure is sewn with a particular slanted design studied by FROG.PRO which allows 

you to have full visibility into the pocket when open. On the bottom side there is a 

burnished brass ring for water drainage.

FROG.PRO designs and makes its new pouches in a double layer of 500D 

CORDURA® fabric paying particular attention to seams, reinforced and sewn in a 

single layer to make them invisible and securely protected. These technical 

solutions guarantee the highest possible resistance to wear and consequently a 

longer life cycle for the product. In addition, these FROG.PRO pouches are 

equipped with the new exclusive WTFix attachment system!

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 100 g

Dimensions: 17,5 x 8 x 8 cm
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ZU-4×3-Type1

The ZU-4×3-Type1 is a medium sized zippered pouch designed to carry generic 
objects. The inner volume is 1,6 liters. The YKK® water-repellent coiled zipper 
closure is sewn with a particular slanted design studied by FROG.PRO which allows 
you to have full visibility into the pocket when open. On the bottom side there is a 
burnished brass ring for water drainage.

FROG.PRO designs and makes its new pouches in a double layer of 500D 
CORDURA® fabric paying particular attention to seams, reinforced and sewn in a 
single layer to make them invisible and securely protected. These technical 
solutions guarantee the highest possible resistance to wear and consequently a 
longer life cycle for the product. In addition, these FROG.PRO pouches are 
equipped with the new exclusive WTFix attachment system!

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 120 g

Dimensions: 17,5 x 12 x 8 cm
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ZU-4×3-FZ

The ZU-4×3-FZ (Front Zip) is a medium sized zippered pouch designed to carry 

generic objects. The inner volume is 1,6 liters. The YKK® water-repellent coiled 

zipper closure is sewn with a particular slanted design studied by FROG.PRO which 

allows you to have full visibility into the pocket when open. The front features an 

additional pocket with zip closure. On the bottom side there is a burnished brass 

ring for water drainage.

FROG.PRO designs and makes its new pouches in a double layer of 500D 

CORDURA® fabric paying particular attention to seams, reinforced and sewn in a 

single layer to make them invisible and securely protected. These technical 

solutions guarantee the highest possible resistance to wear and consequently a 

longer life cycle for the product. In addition, these FROG.PRO pouches are 

equipped with the new exclusive WTFix attachment system!

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 140 g

Dimensions: 17,5 x 12 x 8 cm
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ZU-4×4-Type1

The ZU-4×4-Type1 is a big sized zippered pouch designed to carry generic objects. 
The inner volume is 2,2 liters. The YKK® water-repellent coiled zipper closure is 
sewn with a particular slanted design studied by FROG.PRO which allows you to 
have full visibility into the pocket when open. On the bottom side there is a 
burnished brass ring for water drainage.

FROG.PRO designs and makes its new pouches in a double layer of 500D 
CORDURA® fabric paying particular attention to seams, reinforced and sewn in a 
single layer to make them invisible and securely protected. These technical 
solutions guarantee the highest possible resistance to wear and consequently a 
longer life cycle for the product. In addition, these FROG.PRO pouches are 
equipped with the new exclusive WTFix attachment system!

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 140 g

Dimensions: 17,5 x 16 x 8 cm
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ZU-5×2-Type1, Nalgene

The ZU-5×2-Type1 is a big sized zippered pouch designed to carry 1 QT nalgene 

bottle. The inner volume is 1,9 liters. The YKK® water-repellent coiled zipper 

closure is sewn with a particular slanted design studied by FROG.PRO which allows 

you to have full visibility into the pocket when open. On the bottom side there is a 

burnished brass ring for water drainage.

FROG.PRO designs and makes its new pouches in a double layer of 500D 

CORDURA® fabric paying particular attention to seams, reinforced and sewn in a 

single layer to make them invisible and securely protected. These technical 

solutions guarantee the highest possible resistance to wear and consequently a 

longer life cycle for the product. In addition, these FROG.PRO pouches are 

equipped with the new exclusive WTFix attachment system!

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 120 g

Dimensions: 23,5 x 9 x 9 cm
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ZU-5×3-Type1, Canteen

The ZU-5×3-Type1 is a big sized zippered pouch designed to carry 1 QT canteen. 
The inner volume is 2,1 liters. The YKK® water-repellent coiled zipper closure is 
sewn with a particular slanted design studied by FROG.PRO which allows you to 
have full visibility into the pocket when open. On the bottom side there is a 
burnished brass ring for water drainage.

FROG.PRO designs and makes its new pouches in a double layer of 500D 
CORDURA® fabric paying particular attention to seams, reinforced and sewn in a 
single layer to make them invisible and securely protected. These technical 
solutions guarantee the highest possible resistance to wear and consequently a 
longer life cycle for the product. In addition, these FROG.PRO pouches are 
equipped with the new exclusive WTFix attachment system!

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 130 g

Dimensions: 22,5 x 12 x 8 cm
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LRS-Multi-AP, complete kit

The LRS-Multi-AP (Multicaliber Ammunition Pouch) is designed to satisfy the need 

of the shooter to carry a lot of ammunitions in a quiet and lightweight pouch. In 

addition to this, the elasticized ammunitions retention sticks can be easy replaced 

with a new loaded ones or with a different caliber sticks kit. The new Ultra-Mate® 
velcro, thanks to its excellent adhesion power, guarantees a strong pairing. In the 

upper side of the pouch, there is a PVC pocket that allows the storage of ballistic 

tables or other references related to the ammunitions carried. The closure is 

entrusted to a silent ITW buckle and it is adjustable by Triglide. The LRS-Multi-AP, 

complete kit includes n.1 LRS-Multi-AP, sticks kit for .308 caliber or .338 caliber.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 295 g (pouch + sticks kit)

Dimensions: 22 x 12 x 8 cm (closed)
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LRS-Multi-AP, sticks kit

The LRS-Multi-AP Sticks Kit is designed to be used in conjunction with the 
LRS-Multi-AP pouch, and it’s offered in two different version:

• two 13 rounds elastic sticks and four 6 rounds elastic sticks, total of 50 .308W 
caliber rounds or similar dimensions
• two 10 rounds elastic sticks and four 5 rounds elastic sticks, for a total of 40 .338 
Lapua Magnum caliber rounds or similar dimensions

The new Ultra-Mate® velcro in neutral color is sewn in the back side, which, due to 
its excellent adhesion power, guarantees a perfect pairing when used with the 
LRS-Multi-AP or any other surface with velcro loop.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 145 g
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LRS-Side Ammo Stick

The LRS-Side Ammo Stick is an additional ammunition holding device useful when 
you have to put a new round in the cartridge chamber and you do not have time 
to reload. The elasticized band, depending on version, can carry 3 rounds in .308w 
(7,62x51mm NATO) caliber or similar dimensions or 2 rounds in .338 Lapua 
Magnum caliber. The LRS-Side Ammo Stick comes with a 10cm long adhesive 
Velcro® loop strip to be applied to the stock. Using the same length of the 
LRS-Multi-AP side sticks, it allows the operator to attach a stick that holds n.6 .308w 
rounds or n.5 .338 Lapua Magnum rounds arranged vertically.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 20 g

Dimensions: 10 × 5 cm
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LRS-Trimble Nomad Padded Pouch

The LRS-Trimble Nomad Padded Pouch is designed to carry the Nomad handheld 

rugged model (or similar), by far the most widely used among the shooters. This 

pouch, padded on all sides, provides excellent protection of the instrument from 

impacts and crushing. The closure is entrusted at new ULTRA-MATE® velcro and 

buckle. On the bottom side there is a burnished brass ring for water drainage.

FROG.PRO designs and makes its new pouches in a double layer of 500D 

CORDURA® fabric paying particular attention to seams, reinforced and sewn in a 

single layer to make them invisible and securely protected. These technical 

solutions guarantee the highest possible resistance to wear and consequently a 

longer life cycle for the product. In addition, these FROG.PRO pouches are 

equipped with the new exclusive WTFix attachment system!

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 150 g

Dimensions: 19 x 12 x 6 cm
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LRS-Vectronix PLRF Padded Pouch

The LRS-Vectronix PLRF Padded Pouch is designed to carry the Vectronix pocket 
laser rangefinder (or similar), by far the most widely used among the shooters. 
This pouch, padded on all sides, provides excellent protection of the instrument 
from impacts and crushing. The closure is entrusted at new ULTRA-MATE® velcro 
and buckle. On the bottom side there is a burnished brass ring for water drainage.

FROG.PRO designs and makes its new pouches in a double layer of 500D 
CORDURA® fabric paying particular attention to seams, reinforced and sewn in a 
single layer to make them invisible and securely protected. These technical 
solutions guarantee the highest possible resistance to wear and consequently a 
longer life cycle for the product. In addition, these FROG.PRO pouches are 
equipped with the new exclusive WTFix attachment system!

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 150 g

Dimensions: 15 x 12 x 8 cm
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LRS-Kestrel Padded Pouch

The LRS-Kestrel Padded Pouch is designed to carry the Kestrel pocket weather 
meter, necessary for the shooter to check environmental data. This pouch, padded 
on all sides, provides excellent protection of the instrument from impacts and 
crushing. The closure is entrusted at new ULTRA-MATE® velcro and buckle. On the 
bottom side there is a burnished brass ring for water drainage. This pouch can fit 
Kestrel 1000, 2000, 2500, 3000, 3500, 4000, 4200, 4250, 4300, 4500.

FROG.PRO designs and makes its new pouches in a double layer of 500D 
CORDURA® fabric paying particular attention to seams, reinforced and sewn in a 
single layer to make them invisible and securely protected. These technical 
solutions guarantee the highest possible resistance to wear and consequently a 
longer life cycle for the product. In addition, these FROG.PRO pouches are 
equipped with the new exclusive WTFix attachment system!

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 75 g

Dimensions: 12,5 x 5 x 4 cm
Lorem ipsum
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LRS-Leica CRF Padded Pouch

The LRS-Leica CRF Padded Pouch is designed to carry the compact rangefinder 
Leica CRF 1000/1600 (or similar). This pouch, padded on all sides, provides 

excellent protection of the instrument from impacts and crushing. The closure is 

entrusted at new ULTRA-MATE® velcro and buckle. On the bottom side there is a 

burnished brass ring for water drainage.

FROG.PRO designs and makes its new pouches in a double layer of 500D 

CORDURA® fabric paying particular attention to seams, reinforced and sewn in a 

single layer to make them invisible and securely protected. These technical 

solutions guarantee the highest possible resistance to wear and consequently a 

longer life cycle for the product. In addition, these FROG.PRO pouches are 

equipped with the new exclusive WTFix attachment system!

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 95 g

Dimensions: 12,5 x 8 x 4,5 cm
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LRS-Leica GEOVID Padded Pouch

The LRS-Leica GEOVID Padded Pouch is designed to carry the Leica GEOVID laser 
rangefinder (or similar). This pouch, padded on all sides, provides excellent 
protection of the instrument from impacts and crushing. The closure is entrusted 
at new ULTRA-MATE® velcro and buckle. On the bottom side there is a burnished 
brass ring for water drainage.

FROG.PRO designs and makes its new pouches in a double layer of 500D 
CORDURA® fabric paying particular attention to seams, reinforced and sewn in a 
single layer to make them invisible and securely protected. These technical 
solutions guarantee the highest possible resistance to wear and consequently a 
longer life cycle for the product. In addition, these FROG.PRO pouches are 
equipped with the new exclusive WTFix attachment system!

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 200 g

Dimensions: 17,5 x 16 x 6,5 cm
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LRS-Rifle Carry Pouch

The LRS-Rifle Carry Pouch is designed as an aid for the transport of the rifle for 
short, medium or long distance patrols. This pouch, padded on all sides, provides 
excellent protection of the rifle buttstock from impacts and crushing. The LRS-Rifle 
Carry Pouch can be mounted on backpacks, belts and vests via MOLLE system or 
via supplied QASM Upright adapters. On the bottom side there is a burnished 
brass ring for water drainage.

FROG.PRO designs and makes its new pouches in a double layer of 500D 
CORDURA® fabric paying particular attention to seams, reinforced and sewn in a 
single layer to make them invisible and securely protected. These technical 
solutions guarantee the highest possible resistance to wear and consequently a 
longer life cycle for the product. In addition, these FROG.PRO pouches are 
equipped with the new exclusive WTFix attachment system!

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 210 g

Dimensions: 15 x 16 x 8 cm
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LRS-Tripod Carry Pouch

The LRS-Tripod Carry Pouch is designed as an aid for the transport of the tripod, a 

fundamental tool for photographer but also for modern marksmen and hunters. 

This pouch, padded on all sides, provides excellent protection of the tripod from 

impacts and crushing. The LRS-Tripod Carry Pouch can be mounted on backpacks, 

belts and vests via MOLLE system or via supplied QASM Upright adapters. On the 

bottom side there is a burnished brass ring for water drainage.

FROG.PRO designs and makes its new pouches in a double layer of 500D 

CORDURA® fabric paying particular attention to seams, reinforced and sewn in a 

single layer to make them invisible and securely protected. These technical 

solutions guarantee the highest possible resistance to wear and consequently a 

longer life cycle for the product. In addition, these FROG.PRO pouches are 

equipped with the new exclusive WTFix attachment system!

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 200 g

Dimensions: 17,5 x 12 x 10 cm
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LRS-BB Hook

The LRS-BB Hook is designed to help the shooter while on the move. Through this 

safety hook the shooter can move without worrying about the Bean Bag, which will 

follow him attached to his rifle buttstock. The shock cord works as a shock 
absorber and allows you to attach the BB Hook in various positions. The CLASH 

style metal hook meets the highest quality standards of the category. The total 

length is circa 25cm and is adjustable.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight: 45 g
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LRS-SB Bean Bag

The LRS-SB Bean Bag is a back support for sniper rifles designed with a rectangular 
shape that resembles a soap bar (hence the name SB “Soap Bar”). This shape is 
extremely versatile, in fact, the bag can be used on the flat, on the long side or the 
short side. Pressing on the bag with your hand you give fine adjustment. The 
elasticized band can be used to secure the bag to the closed bipod to give a better 
foothold in barricade firing. The paracord ring can be used to secure the bag or for 
transportation. The LRS-SB Bean Bag can be filled as you choose thanks to the 
secure Velcro closure. The “filled” version is sold with fine PET mini-granule filling.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight:
30 g (w/o filling)
250 g (filled)

Dimensions: 17,5 x 10 x 4,5 cm (filled)
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LRS-SOC Bean Bag

The LRS-SOC Bean Bag is a back support for sniper rifles designed with a particular 
wedge shape that resembles a slice of cake (hence the name SOC “Slice Of Cake”), 
which allows you to quickly change the elevation simply moving the bag forward or 
back on the line of the buttstock. Pressing on the bag with your hand you give fine 
adjustment. On the smooth side there is an elasticized band that can be used to 
secure the bag to the closed bipod to give a better foothold in barricade firing. The 
paracord ring can be used to secure the bag or for transportation. The LRS-SOC 
Bean Bag can be filled as you choose thanks to the secure Velcro closure. The 
“filled” version is sold with fine PET mini-granule filling.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight:
40 g (w/o filling)
715 g (filled)

Dimensions: 17,5 x 10 x 10 cm (filled)
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LRS-SWC Bean Bag

The LRS-SWC Bean Bag is a back support for sniper rifles designed with a 
cylindrical shape that resembles a spirit cask (hence the name SWC “Scotch Whisky 
Cask”), by far the most loved shape among the shooters. Pressing on the bag with 
your hand you give fine adjustment. On the smooth side there is an elasticized 
band that can be used to secure the bag to the closed bipod to give a better 
foothold in barricade firing. The paracord ring can be used to secure the bag or for 
transportation. The LRS-SWC Bean Bag can be filled as you choose thanks to the 
secure Velcro closure. The “filled” version is sold with fine PET mini-granule filling.

Our attention to detail, combined with personalized design, offer a unique product 
that reflects our commitment to “state of the art” military equipment.

Weight:
35 g (w/o filling)
700 g (filled)

Dimensions: 15 x 8 x 8 cm (filled)






